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ABSTRACT
The increasing complexity of patented mechanical designs means
that their novelty and inventive steps increasingly rely on interact-
ing geometric features and how they contribute to device functions.
These features and interactions are normally incorporated in patents
through clear patent claims. However, patents can be difficult to
interpret and understand for designers due to their legal terminolo-
gies. This suggests there is a need for greater awareness of relevant
prior art amongst designers in terms of avoiding potential conflict.
This paper presents a framework that helps designers obtain insight
on relevant prior art and enables emerging design–prior art com-
parison. The framework mainly contains development of a patent
graphical functional representation, a domain-specific ontology and
a semantic database. The graphical representation presenting the
functional reasoningof patents in termsof interactinggeometric fea-
tures. A domain-specific ontology enables knowledge sharing and
conceptualisation, providing a standardised vocabulary for describ-
ing patented designs. By formulating patent data into a semantic
database, commonality of working principles between an emerging
design and prior art can be identified. This enables early identifica-
tion of potential conflict and thereby could help designers steer their
emerging designs away from protected solutions. A computer tool
being developed based on this approach is also described.
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1. Introduction

Mechanical designs are carriedout to achievedesiredoutputswith known inputs. This spec-
ifies the overall function of a mechanical device being designed. Otto and Wood (2001)
defined function as ‘statement of a clear, reproducible relationship between the available
input and the desired output of a product, independent of any particular form.’ Various
sub-functions, herein referred to as functions, can then be specified that contribute to
the overall function. In mechanical engineering, functions are mainly realised by combina-
tions of interrelationships between physical effects, geometric andmaterial characteristics,
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Figure 1. Functional Geometry Interaction (FGI).

known as the working principles (Pahl and Beitz 2006). In some mechanical designs geo-
metric details play an important role in achieving device working principles, for example,
corkscrews and beverage cans rely heavily on key geometric details for their intended
function (Atherton et al. 2017). In this case, physical effects and material characteristics
described can be considered as attributes of geometric features decided by the designer.

The geometric feature has been defined in the international standard for geometrical
product specification (ISO 5459:2011 2011) in which it refers to lines, points or surfaces.
More recently, geometric features are defined as entities that satisfy certain requirements
(Sanfilippo andBorgo 2016). However, describing geometric features in terms of points and
surfaces are not sufficient for understanding working principles. In this paper, the term is
used in its broadest sense to describe higher level product elements that carry functional
significance intended by the designer. It can be used for a product component part when
appropriate, such as plates, rivets and their detail geometry such as holes, shoulders and
surfaces.

Therefore, we can say that working principles of a mechanical design are achieved
through functional interrelationships, or interactions, between geometric features that
embody physical effects and material characteristics. Combinations of working principles
contribute to the fulfilment of device functions. In this paper, we use the term Functional
Geometry Interaction (FGI) to represent interacting geometric features (embodying physical
effects and material characteristics) that carry a functional significance in a working princi-
ple. For example, in Figure 1 Geometric feature 1 (GF1) interacting with Geometric feature
2 (GF2) with a functional purpose and several FGI combined to produce device working
principles.

Sometimes novel solutions to mechanical design problems carried out by designers are
documented andprotectedby filingpatents. ‘Novelty’ and ‘Inventive step’ are twoessential
criteria for a patent to be granted. Novelty can be understood as whether the design is
new to a field of application. The inventive step can be seen as whether the design has an
adequate distance from the current known state of the technology. Novelty and Inventive
step are subjective legal judgements which are best made by professionals.

Theprimary aimof thepaper is to demonstrate a framework incorporatingpatent graph-
ical functional representations and a domain-specific ontology, which enables designers to
identify emerging design–prior art conflict during their design process rather than after-
wards. It is NOT intended to describe a legal method but rather a design approach to assist
designers to understand prior art and compare it with their emerging design. Theywill then
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be able to, tacitly, avoid potential conflict and promote innovation. The framework fits into
a greater research context in which it will be further developed into a computer assistant
tool. Section 2 provides the research background explaining why patent infringement is a
legal definition and how it is addressed in this paper. Functional modelling and ontology
engineering background are also introduced in this section. Section 3 provides an overview
of the framework followed by its development in detail. Applications of the framework to
emerging design–prior art comparison are shown in Section 4. Research outcomes and
the computer assistant tool being developed are discussed in Section 5 and the paper is
concluded in Section 6.

2. Background

In order to survive in today’s competitive environment companies strive to develop novel
and innovativeproductswhichbringbetter performance anduser experience. These inven-
tions need to be protected and filing patents also contribute to a company’s intangible
assets. Furthermore, companies secure patents as a strategy to maintain their competive-
ness and future development (Soo et al. 2006). A grantedpatent prevents others fromusing
the invention without the holder’s permission.

Patent applications have increased by 9% worldwide year-on-year for the past two years –
according to the UK Intellectual Property Office – therefore increasing the likelihood that
designers will unwittingly infringe on existing patents, also known as patented prior art.
(McLaughlin 2017)

In order to prevent unnecessary avoidable litigation and ensure successful launch of a
product, designers need to be assured that their new design is original and inventivewhilst
it is still developing or emerging through the design process. This emerging design must
not infringe any prior art, which indicates a great need for designers to understand relevant
patents, especially in their domain of expertise. However, patent documents are unique,
technical and legal at the same time (Chen 2009). They are difficult and time-consuming
for non-specialists to analyse due to their enormous and rich technical and legal termi-
nology (Kim, Suh, and Park 2008). The most important and challenging part of a patent
document for designers is its claims, which define what the invention is, plus the scope
of protection and boundaries of the invention (Koster 2015). Patent claims can be classi-
fied into independent claimsanddependent claims. Independent claimsare self-contained,
describing the invention in its broadest scope. Dependent claims refer to further detail of
features described in the independent or dependent claims they are referring to. A patent
claim section always starts with a main independent claim and may be followed by multi-
ple dependent claims. Patent claims can be infringed in two ways: literal infringement and
under ‘doctrineof equivalents’. EPO (2016) defines literal infringement as infringinganyone
of the patent claims, which can be understood as elements of a single claimmatching with
elements of the accuseddesign. Infringement under ‘doctrine of equivalents’ is determined
when a product has insubstantial difference with the prior art and performs substantially
in the same way. In other words, the product and prior art have similar working principles.
Sometimes the claims do not necessarily mean exactly what they say (Brown & Michaels
2015), therefore interpretation of a patent is not an easy task even for experienced pro-
fessionals who are normally patent attorneys. Apparently, patent infringement is a legal
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judgement that should be determined by the courts of law not the designers. Therefore
in this study, we envisage that patent infringement can be tactically avoided by help-
ing designers to understand prior art and identify common working principles between
their emerging design and prior art. This might encourage them to create novel working
principles that fundamentally differ from patented inventions. Ulrich and Eppinger (2016)
have already suggested benefits of studying prior art: The designer can learn whether an
invention infringes existing unexpired patents. The designer can also obtain insight on the
similarity between their invention and prior art hence gain a sense of the likelihood of the
invention patentability.

The patent analysis provides an effectiveway to study andunderstandprior art. Valuable
information such as business trends, technological details andmarket opportunities, canbe
obtained by analysing patent documents (Chen 2009; Li et al. 2012). Research conducted
by Cascini and Zini (2008) used function trees to represent components of an invention
in order to measure patent similarities. Other examples include research conducted by
Abbas, Zhang, and Khan (2014) on reviewing contemporary patent analysis techniques,
Chen (2009) and Kim, Suh, and Park (2008) on investigating patent analysis visualisation, Li,
Atherton, andHarrison (2014) onpatent claimmapping in identifyingpatent claimconflicts.
The majority of research on patents serves professionals who work closely with patents
such as patent analysts, Research and Development specialists, suggesting that research in
assisting designers to understand patents and identify emerging design–prior art conflict
has been overlooked.

Designers are able to determine specific Research and Development directions by con-
ducting a functional analysis of patents in the technical field of concern (Kang et al. 2015).
Comparison of working principles between an emerging design and prior art can also be
achieved through in-depth functional analysis (Jiang et al. 2017). Functional analysis and
modelling is an engineering design tool to provide a systematic approach to technical
problem solving (Pahl and Beitz 2006). It enables designers to study and develop products
through analysing functional relationships between components, and also decompose,
describe and relate functions a system is to perform in order to achieve endproduct success
(Morris and Breidenthal 2011). Functional analysis and modelling exists in various formats
and one way of classifying them is into form-independent and form-dependent models
(Aurisicchio, Bracewell, and Armstrong 2013). Product Architecture Design Methodology
(Stone, Wood, and Crawford 2000) is a typical form-independent model that starts with a
black box defining the system overall function and input/output flows of energy, material
and signal. An example of form-dependent functional models is the Functional Analysis
Diagram (FAD) (Aurisicchio, Bracewell, and Armstrong 2012), which uses blocks to rep-
resent artefacts and coloured labelled arrows to represent useful and harmful functional
interactions respectively.

Form-independent functionalmodellingmethods, that typically represent designs in an
abstract form connected by chains of functions and flows, pose challenges to designers in
terms of their naturalway ofworking.Whereas form-dependentmethods, capable of repre-
senting precise and complete functional interrelationships between physical components,
superimpose function structure onto physical structure, more naturally reflect the design-
ers’ rationale (Aurisicchio, Bracewell, and Armstrong 2012, 2013). For mechanical designs
with interacting geometric features that are essential to device working principles, FAD
appears to be appropriate for study due to its emphasis on functional interactions and the
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intuitive understanding enabled by graphical representation. However, the capability of
FAD for representing detailed geometric features is unclear. Examples found in the litera-
ture (Aurisicchio, Bracewell, and Armstrong 2012; Lee et al. 2013; Michalakoudis et al. 2014)
are limited to the component level where in this current study novel working principles are
likely to be hidden in detailed geometric features. The FADwas first intended to be applied
in process system design to capture functional relationships between subsystems, which
explainswhydetail geometric features are overlooked. Thereforewehavedeveloped a FAD
to enhance its capability in patent functional reasoning as described in Section 3.4.

As patents use ambiguous legal terms, converting them into standardised languages
may help designers understand them more easily. Similarly, designs carried out by differ-
ent people and organisations tend to use company or personal terms they feel comfortable
with. However, there are circumstances where different terms are in fact referring to a sim-
ilar design. For example, ‘aperture’ and ‘hole’ can describe the same type of opening that
behaves identically and this could result in conflict of Intellectual Property (IP) regardless of
the different names used. Similarly, ‘separate’ and ‘disjoin’ in different designs can, in princi-
ple, mean the same. Lechevalier, Gerbaud, and Bigeon (1998) also highlighted the difficulty
of defining functions within a complex system, which often contains aspects of knowledge
from diverse disciplines. Therefore, there is a need for a common standardised vocabulary
for describing patents and designs in order to perform effective analysis and comparison.
Ontology is broadly applied in developing the semantic web which can be seen as a web
of data for people to create vocabularies and data sharing (W3C 2015). It is a fundamental
conceptualisation of domains describing both abstract and concrete meanings (Kotis and
Vouros 2006), and can also be seen as a repository of interlinked concepts from specific
domains (Nicola and Missikoff 2016). In engineering, design ontology can be employed to
enable knowledge sharing and development of standard design language (Ahmed, Kim,
and Wallace 2007). As a shared knowledge base, ontologies can be developed around a
specific application or product, normally called domain-specific ontology. In this paper, a
domain-specific ontology is developed and employed into the framework to enable data
conceptualisation and sharing.

In the next section, a new framework is presented that aims to help designers increase
their IP awareness and identify emergingdesign–prior art conflict. Examples adopted in this
study have been focused on beverage can patents because in such designs detailed geo-
metric features are essential in accomplishingworkingprinciples and thereforewe consider
this as a suitable field for developing the framework. With a slight modification of patent
data extraction and ontology methodology, the framework is expected to be applicable to
a broad range of mechanical designs.

3. Framework for identifying emerging design–prior art conflict

3.1. Overview

An overview of the framework is presented in Figure 2. Patent independent claims will
be the main source of knowledge extraction. Patent working principles extracted com-
bined with the domain-specific ontology form a semantic database. The database enables
designers to send queries containing emerging design novel working principles using
FGI. Patents and common working principles identified can assist designers to develop
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Figure 2. Framework for identifying emerging design–prior art conflict.

different solutions and ultimately develop innovative working principles in their emerging
design.

Patent working principles represented by FGI can also be formulated and represented
usinggraphicalmeans,which is termed Functional Analysis DiagramPlus, or FAD+. It incor-
porates functional interactions represented by standardised ontological terms to provide
common understanding. A patent FAD+ aims to provide intuitive understanding of an
invention and hence increase the designer’s qualitative prior art awareness.

Steps of the framework proposed can be summarised as follows:

(1) A patent is selected from the domain of interest by conventional search.
(2) Patent working principles in the form of feature relations and FGI are determined from

the patent independent claims.
(3) A domain-specific ontology is developed from the initial patents processed in steps 1

and 2.
(4) Patent working principles and the domain-specific ontology are saved to the semantic

database of patents.
(5) FAD+ diagrams are created describing patent working principles.
(6) Emerging design–prior art conflict is assessed by querying the semantic database of

patents.

This framework shows how patent knowledge extraction, domain-specific ontology
development, FAD+ and the semantic database established are to be used in order to com-
pare an emerging design with the prior art. These activities are explained in Section 3.2 to
3.5 by using an example patent.
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3.2. Patent knowledge extraction

A resealable can end assembly patent EP 2219961 (Ramsey and Althopre 2013) is used
to demonstrate the knowledge extraction method. A cross-sectional view of the inven-
tion is shown in Figure 3. Feature ownership and FGI information are gathered from the
patent independent claim shown in Figure 4. Words and phrases that describe the design
are categorised into feature ownership, geometric features and functional interactions.
For example, nouns describing invention features are classified as geometric features and
verbs describing relationships between invention features are classified as functional inter-
actions. Geometric features identified in the independent claim are highlighted using an
underline, feature ownership information is highlighted in bold and functional interac-
tions are highlighted in bold italic. Outcome of the knowledge extraction is presented in
Table 1 and Table 2. At this point in time, patent information is gathered and processed
manually. We are aware of text-mining and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools avail-
able which we envisage can boost information extraction and processing. However, in this
paper we focus on exploring the value of insight delivered by graphical representation
and emerging design–prior art conflict analysis to help designers understand mechanical
inventions, therefore how the data was collected is not our primary focus here.

Patent working principles have now been extracted from the patent independent claim
and represented in the form of invention breakdown (Table 1) and 14 FGI (Table 2). This
knowledge is documented in a spreadsheet first for evaluation and formulation. In the
next section, a domain-specific ontology used to standardise patent working principles is
developed.

3.3. Domain-specific ontology development

Development of a domain-specific ontology can follow typical ontology engineering
methodologies such as Human-centred ontology engineering proposed by Kotis and
Vouros (2006), and Engineering design integrated taxonomy introduced by Ahmed, Kim,
and Wallace (2007). However, they are domain expert-driven and time-consuming to

Figure 3. Cross-section view of can end patent EP 2219961.
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Figure 4. Independent claim for patent EP 2219961 with Feature ownership, geometric feature and
functional interaction information highlighted.

Table 1. Feature ownership knowledge in patent EP 2219961.

Geometric features Feature Ownership indicator Geometric features

Can end combination comprising Metal can end
Can end combination comprising Resealable closure
Metal can end comprising Peripheral wall
Metal can end comprising Center panel
Center panel including Upper surface
Center panel including Lower surface
Center panel including Aperture
Resealable closure comprising Base plate
Resealable closure comprising Top plate

develop making them too complex for the scope of this study. Therefore UPON Lite
(De Nicola and Missikoff 2016), a rapid ontology engineering approach was adopted in the
study. This approach provides six steps: Lexicon, Glossary, Taxonomy, Predication, Parthood
and Ontology. The three steps (Taxonomy, Predication, and Parthood) can be performed in
parallel and any two steps can be skipped depending on research interests. As a conse-
quence, UPON Lite provides a rapid process for developing a domain-specific ontology,
suitable for our application requiring a minimum of four of the above six possible steps. In
this study, a common vocabulary is desired for systematically describingmechanical inven-
tions hence Taxonomy is a suitable step. This is because in Taxonomy, ontology entities
are hierarchically organised using isTypeOf relationships that provide references for link-
ing a specific concept to a general one, such that semantic conceptualisation can be easily
achieved. A major benefit of employing UPON Lite is that it enables real time and effective
contribution from domain experts in developing the ontology and minimises the need for
ontology engineers. This means that data documented in each step can be validated by
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Table 2. Patent working principle represented by FGI in patent EP 2219961.

FGI Geometric features Functional interactions Geometric features

FGI#1 Resealable closure coupled to Metal can end
FGI#2 Aperture formed there-through Center panel
FGI#3 Top plate coupled to Base plate
FGI#4 Base plate contact Center panel
FGI#5 Top plate contact Center panel
FGI#6 Resealable closure proximate Aperture
FGI#7 Resealable closure expose Aperture
FGI#8 Base plate downwardly moveable relative to Top plate
FGI#9 Base plate translatable together Top plate
FGI#10 Base plate engage with Center panel
FGI#11 Base plate form Flange seal
FGI#12 Center panel form Flange seal
FGI#13 Base plate form Bore seal
FGI#14 Center panel form Bore seal

Figure 5. UPON Lite ontology engineering approach employed in this study.

Table 3. Part of beverage can design Lexicon sheet.

patent FGI function product
action object assemble shoulder
aperture connect finger cover
transform provide expose support
hinge locate at extend align
cam surface edge score line shaft

domain experts in parallel with completion of the next step. A configured domain-specific
ontology can then be validated and improved through case studies. The UPON Lite-based
ontology engineering approach employed in this study is outlined in Figure 5. Initially, data
were structured in spreadsheets and shared with our industrial collaborator via a secure
cloud service for the convenience of expert validation. Approved ontology data was then
configured formularised into an ontology software for computerisation.

For this study, an ontology specific to beverage can designs was developed. Reconciled
Functional Basis for design (RFB) (Hirtz et al. 2002) was employed as an information source
and then developed to describe patent working principles. RFB is a common design lan-
guage that aims to describe function in simple verb-object couplets. It has gone through
rigorous validation that has contributed to its proven value in engineering design (Ahmed
and Wallace 2003), and the ability to represent functions in specific domains. Geometric
feature entities that relate to beverage can designs were collected mainly from patents
provided by conventional keyword search and commonly seen 3DCADmodelling features.
Part of Lexicon, Glossary and Taxonomy developed in this study are in shown in Tables 3–5.
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Table 4. Part of beverage can design Glossary sheet.

Entity Synonyms Description

patent prior art Inventions that were filed and protected by a legal document
FGI Functional Geometry Interaction A pair of interacting geometric features
function functional requirement Device functions expressed in verb-object couplet
action functional interaction Developed from Function set of RFB, describing verb of device

functions and functional interrelationships between geometric
features

object Developed from Flow set of RFB, describing the target objects of device
functions

aperture hole Open space created, normally used for content dispensing or engaging
another design feature

connect link Put two features together in a broad sense
associate

assemble join Put two features together, normally by mechanical methods
couple

cover shield Place a feature on top of another, normally function as a closure or
protection

shaft rod A pole that can transmitmechanical energy or insert into other features
shoulder skirt Edges of features that extend outward that can engage other features

flange

Table 5. Part of beverage can design Taxonomy sheet.

Top concept 1st level 2nd level

patent
product
function
FGI
geometric feature component rivet

tab
can end
can body

design feature opening
channel
score line
edge
seam
wall
surface

action branch separate
break
eject
dispense
remove
distribute

channel guide
transport

object material liquid
solid

mechanical energy speed
acceleration
force

The scope of initial data in Tables 3–5 was subsequently expanded to incorporate more
expressions from patents that describe geometric features and functional interactions. A
total number of 22 new entities gathered from 15 patents were added to the original ontol-
ogy. In theOntology stage, the relationshipsbetweenentities established inprevious stages
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Table 6. Part of beverage can design Ontology sheet.

Entity Relationship Entity

patent hasProduct product
product hasFunction function
function hasAction action
function hasObject object
product hasFGI FGI
FGI has1stFeature geometric feature
FGI has2ndFeature geometric feature
FGI hasFI action

were defined, and recorded in spreadsheet format for expert validation. Part of the Ontol-
ogy spreadsheet is shown in Table 6. Having established a domain-specific ontology above
a standardised vocabulary for a patent FAD+ can then be developed.

3.4. Semantic database formation

A triple-store approach was used, which is a widely adopted purpose-built database for
the storage and retrieval of triples through semantic queries (Rusher 2003). The basic form
of a triple is Subject-Predicate-Object, which can be suitably used to describe GF1, FI and
GF2 (see Figure 1) respectively. In the framework, one FGI (GF1-FI-GF2) corresponds to one
triple. Resource Description Framework (RDF)was adopted to provide a standardmodel for
data interchange. Patent working principles were encoded into RDF format, along with all
the semantic relations defined in the domain-specific ontology.

In order to have the inventions and semantic data correctly encoded in the RDF format,
we started from their spreadsheet representation. The static nature of such data structure
was then suitably exploited to feed a specifically built application (app), developed in Visual
Studio .NET and running onWindows OS (see Figure 6). This app scans spreadsheet sheets,
rows and cells, and then composes the corresponding triples, according to the domain-
specific ontology structure. Three types of output were generated from the app: Firstly, a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format of patent working principles, offering a human-
readable representation of patent knowledge for easy evaluation. Secondly, an RDF format
of patent working principles represented by sequences of triples. The RDF file was then
used to populate an RDF database. Finally, a supplementary semantic RDF file derived from
the domain-specific ontology to enable flexible queries. For example, the design is able to
use synonyms to retrieve desired outputs. This was termed ‘fuzziness’ in our study.

The generated RDF files were then uploaded to an Eclipse RDF4J server (RDF4J n.d.).
RDF4J is an open-source framework, formerly known as Sesame, for querying and analysing
RDF data. In our case, we deployed it over an instance of an Apache-Tomcat web server.
The RDF4J server can then be accessed both from a web interface (browser-based access)
and from a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier – for programmatic access), both for querying
andmanaging. The server accepts queries in different languages, and in our study SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language was used due to its broad application and popularity.
SPARQL enables the designer to describe the working principles of an emerging design in
the form of one or multiple queries such that possible matches from the database can be
retrieved. For instance, in these queries the designer can specify emerging design geomet-
ric features, FGI or multiple FGI. By doing this the designer is able to obtain information of
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Figure 6. Windows app for XLSX to JSON+ RDF translation.

Figure 7. Patent data coding and semantic database establishment process.

any potential conflicted prior art. Figure 7 illustrates an overview of the patent data coding
process, starting fromthepatents in their common form (e.g. PDF), to their representation in
RDF alongwith supplementary semantic data, in order to allowSPARQLquerying for poten-
tial conflicts. In the next section several example queries were conducted to demonstrate
the emerging design–prior art comparison method.

3.5. FAD+ represents working principle

A FAD+ diagram of the example can end patent (EP 2219961), featuring invention break-
down and functional reasoning, is produced by referring to the patent working principles
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, plus the domain-specifc ontology to standardise functional
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Figure 8. FAD+ for patent EP 2219961.

Table 7. Patent working principle represented by FGI with ontological expression of functional interac-
tions.

FGI Geometric features Functional interactions Ontological term Geometric features

FGI#1 Resealable closure coupled to couple Metal can end
FGI#2 Aperture formed there-through locate_through Center panel
FGI#3 Top plate coupled to couple Base plate
FGI#4 Base plate contact contact Center panel
FGI#5 Top plate contact contact Center panel
FGI#6 Resealable closure proximate locate_adjacent Aperture
FGI#7 Resealable closure expose expose Aperture
FGI#8 Base plate downwardly moveable relative to move_relatively Top plate
FGI#9 Base plate translatable together move_together Top plate
FGI#10 Base plate engage with engage Center panel
FGI#11 Base plate form form Flange seal
FGI#12 Center panel form form Flange seal
FGI#13 Base plate form form Bore seal
FGI#14 Center panel form form Bore seal

interactions (see Table 7). Figure 8 illustrates FAD+ for patent EP 2219961. The software
used in producing the FAD+ is designVUE, an open source mapping software developed
by Imperial College London based on Tufts VUE (Imperial College London 2016).
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The invention ‘Can end combination’ represented by the oval shape in Figure 8 refers to
the device identified from the first sentence of the independent claim stated in Figure 4.
The invention features represented by the rectangular shapes in Figure 4 correspond to
geometric features identified from patent claims in Table 2. Feature ownership is repre-
sented by the dashed arrows and the functional interactions between geometric features
are represented by the solid arrows. FAD+ aims to help designers to understand patent
working principles that will not be as readily apparent from reading the patent document.
The designer is able to recognise the invention structure by following the dashed arrows
and explore the patent working principles by following the full arrows thatmap interacting
geometric features. For example in Figure 8, Resealable closure couple to theMetal can end,
and expose theAperture. Top plate couple to the Base plate and is able tomove together and
move relatively to it.

4. Application of framework to emerging design–prior art comparison

In this study, 51 inventions protected by 25 beverage can patents were analysed and pop-
ulated into an RDF4J database using the framework described in Section 3. The example
patent EP 2219961 was used as an ‘emerging design’ in the following case studies. When
creating SPARQL queries ontological expression of working principles are required in order
to perform a correct search.

4.1. Geometric feature(s)

Specifying geometric features of an emerging design indicates that the designermaywant
to know whether prior art has used similar geometric features. Examples of geometric fea-
tures (see Table 7) selected from the ‘emerging design’ are used in the queries with results
retrievedpresented in Figure 9 and Figure 10, showing the output of the database querying
one geometric feature ‘seal’ and two geometric features ‘plate & seal’ respectively.

In Figure 9, patents containing ontological expression of the geometric feature ‘seal’
were presented. Further working principle information of those patents can also be
retrieved. For example, patent expressions of ‘seal’ can be found in column 1stElement-
Name. This result can provide the designer with insight on how ‘seal’ contributes to
patent working principles. Due to the employment of a domain-specific ontology, seman-
tic relationships between features and functional interactions were considered and hence
reflected on the results retrieved. For example, in Figure 10 patents containing geometric
feature ‘curl’, ‘bead’ and ‘handle’ were also retrieved because of their semantic relationship
in the ontology.

4.2. FGI

Specifying complete FGI in queries represents when the designer wants to check whether
prior art contains similar novel working principles as their emerging design. Example FGI
from Table 7 was used to conduct the search with results represented in Table 8.

Details of thematching FGI were not shown due to complexity and occupancy of space.
Moreover, the most valuable information for the design is the patent number which the
designer can then further investigate. The output of the last SPARQLquery containing three
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Figure 9. Output of RDF4J database by querying ‘seal’.

FGI returned only one patent EP2263945. When this patent was investigated further it was
found out that the ‘emerging design’ (EP2219961) and EP2263945 are essentially describing
the same design with very slight modification. Their patent images are shown in Figure 11.

The database outputs shown in these example queries provide an impression of the out-
comeof using the framework in emergingdesign–prior art conflict analysis. Outputs shown
in Figure 9, Figure 10 andTable 8 are just preliminary resultswhichwill be further developed
to provide better visualisation.

5. Discussion

The framework proposed in this paper offers a structural method to represent the work-
ing principles of mechanical inventions in graphical format and hence benefit designers’
understanding. It also provides ameans to help the designer to investigate commonality in
working principles between their emerging design and prior art. As a result, the designer is
able to increase their qualitative awareness of prior art and identify potential conflict dur-
ing their design process rather than afterwards. The example of applying the framework in
Section 4 demonstrates its potential to be further developed for use by designers. Some
steps of the framework are currently being developed to be automated and more human-
centred to reduce user effort. We believe that applying this developed framework will
shorten the product development cycle and also prevent avoidable litigation. Our premise
is that conflict of working principle in mechanical inventions can be identified through
similarity of Functional Geometry Interaction (FGI) contained within both the emerging
design and prior art. At the current stage of development, the patent data is gathered
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Figure 10. Output of RDF4J database by querying ‘plate’ and ‘seal’.

by manually extracting patent information through claims to ensure accurate knowledge
input. Effectiveness of the framework is the priority rather than automation and quantity of
data input.

Ontology as a shared knowledge base is able to provide a common vocabulary for
mechanical patents. It also defines a semantic structure for describing patent working
principles which was then employed to develop their RDF files. We have focused on bev-
erage can designs and therefore relevant patents were used as initial data input for a
domain-specific ontology development. The ontology data shown is limited to this par-
ticular domain for demonstration purposes. We envisage that different ontologies can be
developed and employed into the framework for different applications.

A graphical approach to patent knowledge representation is not new to the field. How-
ever, as explained in Section 2, it appears that themajority of previous researchwas focused
on measuring patent similarities for trend analysis and patent conflict. One of the main
benefits of usingFAD+ to representpatents is that it focusesonhelpingdesigners tounder-
stand patentsmore easily, i.e. it ismeant to be read by designers. FAD literature pointed out
that FAD requires better syntax in order tobe reliable and consistent (Aurisicchio, Bracewell,
and Armstrong 2013). The ontological expression is able to provide mutual understanding
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Table 8. Output of RDF4J database for querying different FGI.

No. of FGI
Corresponding FGI

in Table 7 FGI ontological expression RDF4J Output

One FGI#9 Platemove_together Plate

Two FGI#4 Plate contact Plate; Plate form Seal
FGI#9

Three FGI#1 Component couple Can_end; Aperture
locate_through Plate; Plate couple
Plate

FGI#2
FGI#3

Figure 11. Images from the ‘emerging design’ (Left) and EP2263945 (Right).

of terms for describing functional relationships. And to the contrary, replacing patent fea-
ture expression may result in misinterpretation of patent working principles. For example,
Top plate andBase plate in Figure 6will bothbe ‘Plate’ in ontological expression,whichmay
become challenging for the designer to distinguish the difference.More importantly, at the
current stage of development FAD+ is used in combinationwith patent drawings such that
the designer can easily recognise corresponding features from both. Therefore in FAD+
functional interactions are expressed using ontological terms while patent expressions of
geometric features are kept original.

At this point, FAD+ was manually constructed using the knowledge extracted from
patent claims. It is expected that the level of expertise required to produce a FAD+ is 2
to 5 years in order to ensure sensible knowledge extraction. The time taken to produce
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the FAD+ shown in Figure 6 was less than 10 minutes based on the knowledge extracted
(Table 7). FAD+ can be automated by processing patent JSON files generated by the
Windows application.

The ontology search method presented has a significant advantage in terms of ambi-
guity tolerance than conventional keyword search. The framework presented is not a legal
method to investigate patent infringement but by helping to improve designers under-
stand similar working principles in the prior art at relatively early stages of design it can
help to tactically avoid potential infringement. After initial examination of the results, the
designer can further investigate matching patents in order to obtain in-depth understand-
ing of patent working principles and hence be able to improve their emerging design to
avoid any future conflict. Employment of a semantic database and SPARQL query provides
a tangible opportunity for comparison quantification. For instance, a similarity score can be
calculated based on a scoring schema acting as a quick indicator of conflict.

In our research context, this framework contributes to a computer assistant tool, provi-
sionally namedDesign Assistant for Semantic Comparison of Intellectual Property (DASCIP)
being developed. DASCIP will be a standalone program capable of importing 3D CAD
models, allowing designers to annotate their design with its working principles. Common-
ality among working principles and corresponding prior art can then be highlighted for
designers to investigate further. Its user interface andknowledgeextraction automation are
currently being developed.We envisage that applyingDASCIP in product developmentwill
help designers to increase their qualitative awareness of IP and identify potential infringe-
mentduring thedesignprocess, andhence avoid risk of potential infringement and shorten
product development cycle.

6. Conclusion

IP awareness is becoming significant andnecessary amongmechanical designers as a result
of increasing complexity of mechanical devices and their novel working principles increas-
ingly relying on detail design features such as geometric features and theway they interact.
This encourages designers to engagewith relevant patents, understand their working prin-
ciples and potentially compare their emerging designs to those prior art. Commonality of
working principles can help designers develop novel and possibly patentable designs. In
this paper, a framework is proposed for analysing mechanical patents and the means to
graphically represent patent knowledge. Case studies have demonstrated the method of
conducting emerging design–prior art comparison by virtue of sending SPARQL queries to
a semantic database. Different emerging design information can be specified in the queries
such as geometric features and FGI. The ontological relationship between terms ensured
that semantic similarity of working principle was taken into account when results were
retrieved. This framework is developed to be an essential element of a computer assistant
tool DASCIP being developed. It will be employed during a product design process rather
than later.Weenvisage thatDASCIP can shorten theoverall product designprocess cycle by
avoiding potential emerging design–prior art conflict and thereby avoid costly litigation.
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